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Fellow slogan collectors:
I will no longer make apologies for getting the Slogan
Box out later than I have hoped . Significant work at
the office and demands at home are making collecting
a slightly, but only slightly, lower priority, these days.
In issue # 53 1 mentioned that Saskatoon Stamp Centre
has complete sets of back issues of the Slogan Box
for sale ($150). These sets are unbound sets.
Saskatoon also has a hard bound set available for the
princely sum of $250 . This set is in three blue grey
volumes and the printing is, in some important spots,
better than the originals . It is certainly nice to know
that some dealers are beginning to respect our choice
of collecting areas.

I note that Vance Auctions has two large slogan 2x4
lots with in excess of 10,000 items each . I wonder
what these two lots will go for. Summer is a quiet
time and not too much, in terms of collecting, is
happening in Edmonton. I guess we will have to look
forward to the Fall for any action.
This issue of the Slogan Box has the first in a new
series on meter slogans. These articles will, at least
initially be arranged topically, so the first article is
about food, drink and tobacco . Some of my finest and
former vices. Rather than a single large article, I have
decided to arrange the meter slogans into a number
(to be determined) of short articles. Our study group
has dealt with machine cancels , more recently with
hand stamp slogan cancels and now we are beginning
to explore the third group, meters.
Issue 55 will include the second supplement to the
hand stamps. Some very interesting material has come
in on these but there is at least one mystery. The
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mystery item will appear on the last page of the
current issue . If any member has a better copy of the
item, the chair would appreciate a photocopy for
inclusion in supplement 2.
Our editor Daniel Rosenblat has prepared a most
interesting article for issue 54 on Postal Exhibits as
well as a page on Post Office Pictorial Advertising.
It would appear that all who will join the Slogan
Study Group for 1998 have already sent their dues
and are declared (by the power invested in the chair)
to be fully paid up members for the current year. The
members for 1998 are:
Pierre Ethier Kevin O"Reilly
Doug Lingard Steve Friedenthal
Cecil Coutts Dan Rosenblat
John Robertson Dave Kelly
Don Kaye Bob Thome
Kevin O'Reilly Jean Guy Dalpe
Richard Parama (through 1999)
John Jamieson (through 1999)
Please e-mail the chair with your new e-mail
addresses. These will be published along with your
snail mail addresses in issue 55.
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Postal Exhibits ( Exhibitions)
fic"inning in 19-13. and to a greater extent from 1924, the Post Office adopted a policy of placing Postal
h,xhibjt` at various kxhibitjons that would offer it free space. In return for the space. they were t illinc (o provide
slogan dies to advertise these postal exhibits. and in so doing to also advertise the Exhibition itself,
Fifteen various Exhibitions were eventually willing to make such an arrangement, but it is interesting to note
that several major Exhibitions are not represented among the fifteen, probably because they would not offer the free
space, rather than that the P.O. did not feel them important enough to warrant a Postal Exhibit. In some cases. the R O.
was prepared to supply more than one die per Exhibit, and on occasion as many as three with various wording. As
there was not a great deal of competition for slogan use time in the 1920's, the usage ofthese was often quite extended.
All ofthese Postal Exhibit slogans are part ofa single group. but since their various wordings distributes them
over a wide area of numbering in the Courts Catalog ue.. sonic value can he perceived in presenting a unified listing of
them all. This is attempted below. with the using offices in alphabetical order.

CHARLOTTETOWN use
Initial CHA R1..O'1"i'E'('O WN use seas of slogan
5-455-8000, SEE EXHIBITION CHARLOTTETOWN
P.E.i, POSTAL BOOTH ( dates ). It is recorded in 1924
from Aug. 29 to the Exhibition's close on Oct. 3, and
the die was redated in 1925, but oddly the only
recorded use in 1925 is Oct 1, which is six days after
the Exhibition closed, as illustrated.
The die became unserviceable in 1.926, so itwas replaced with a somewhat different wording. as slogan V-30610050, VISIT POSTAL BOOTH CHARLOTTETOWN EXHIBITION (dates). Its recorded use is about five week, and
it was redated in 1927, recorded for six weeks. It again appears to have been unserviceable after two years of use,
since it was replaced in 1928 by a new die with the same wording, recorded for only three weeks The replacement
die was redated in 1929-30, which is somewhat late usage for slogans of this type. Recorded use in 1928-29 was from
about a month before the close until the close, but in 1930 it is recorded from May 22, a full three months before the
close. It can he noted that other than the brief use of an Old Home Week slogan in mid-1925. there was no proprietary

C"I`IARLOTFF,"('OWN slogan use betvve( n tite 19 2 4 Postal Booth use and an Exhibition slogan in 1938.
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CORNWALL use

There had been no slogan event advertising at. CORNWALL prior to the 1924 use of slogan V-3 1 0-1 0055,
VISIT POSTAL BOOTH AT CORNWALL EXHIBITION ( dates ), recorded from about three weeks before the September
event. In 1925 the event dates changed to August, so the (lie could not be redated, but was replaced by a new die with
the same wording, although a different appearance, with a quite short recorded use often days,
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CORNWALL use continued
The 1925 die was reissued in 1926-27 with the dates removed . This was caused by the dates being changed
to July-August , so the, die could not be redated in 1926, causing the frugal Post Office to just removed the dates at
minor expense , rather than paying for a new die. In 1926 an OLD HOME WEEK . was postally advertised as being
celebrated during the same period as the Exhibition, so as CORNWALL was a one-machine office . the two slogans
would have to be alternated prior to and during the simultaneous dates of the two events. Once the dates were removed.
'''^ 'indated die could be reissued in 1927 . The recorded 1926 use is six weeks with alternation and the 1927 nearly
four months, indicating that there was not much other slogan use at CORNWALL.. In 1928 the event dates were again
in early September, as they had been in 1924. so the 1924 die , which had only one brief using period , could be redated
for 1928 use, again recorded for some two months.
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The 1925 die with dates removed

The redated 1924 die used in 1928
EDMONTON use

EDMONTON was issued a Postal Exhibit die in 1924, D-305-2635,
DON'T FAIL TO VISIT POSTAL EXHIBIT AT EDMONTON EXHIBITION
(dates ), somewhat unusual as the preferred wording normally began with
VISIT. It has been recorded from some three months prior to the event, and
it was redated in 1925. but there was no further use. In 1927 EDMONTON
began a lengthy advertising of the Exhibition which lasted to 1951.

DON'T FAIL TO VISIT
POSTAL EXHIBIT
AT EDMONTON
EXHIBITION
JULY-12 -I 8

KAMLOOPS use
The Postal Exhibit slogan was the first proprietary used at KAMLOOPS, and it was considerably later than
'he introduction of most of these slogans, not appearing until 1929. It was slogan V-335-10073. VISIT POSTAL
EXHIBIT KAMLOOPS EXHIBITION (dates). It appears as somewhat worn a few days before the end of its use, and was
replaced in 1930 by a new very similar die, but this was withdrawn after the 1930 use.
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The Postal Exhibit theme was revived at KAMLOOPS in 1947 with a new Pitney-Bowes die with the same
wording as the 1929-39 use, but in 1948 the name of the Exhibition was changed to Fall Pair, so the 1947 die required
replacement by a die of slogan V-320-10063 VISIT POSTAL EXHIBIT AT THE FALL FAIR (dates). This 1947-48 use
was by far the latest of the Postal Exhibit Group.
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LINDSAY use

The Lindsay Central Exhibition had slogan advertised from 1912 to 1918, but no t in 1919-23, However, in
1924 the Post Office issued a die of slogan S-480-8035, SEE POSTAL EXHIBIT LINDSAY CENTRAL EXHIBITION
(dates), which was related in 1925, but rather oddly a second Postal Exhibit die was added, with different wording
as slogan L-275, LINDSAY POSTAL EXHIBIT (dates). The Post Office sponsored dies had always been quite plain,
lacking any ornamentation, but this new 1925 die- was somewhat bizarrely ornamented, as can be seen in the
illustration, There is a proof impression of this die, but Proulx never cat alogued it, there are no reports of its usage
and since LINDSAY was a one-machine office, there was not much point in issuing it two dies for the same period
of use. Accordingly, it may never have been used, but since it is in the proof book, it certainly existed, with or without
usage.

_LINDSAY
p^rtA ^^fll^l^
SEPT,2 24.25.2,
Original 1924-25 die

Additional 1925 die

In 1926 the Exhibition sponsored a die of its own, and as LINDSAY was a one-machine Office, there was no
P.O. advertising. In 1927 the event may not have been held, as there was neither Exhibition nor Postal Exhibit
advertising. However, in 1928 and again in 1929 the 1924-25 Postal Exhibit die was redated and recorded as having;
:;1 one to nearly three months use. The Exhibition was held in 1930, but the event dates must have been altered in
such a way as to preclude redating the die, so again the P.O. saved money by removing the dates, rather than replacing
the die.

I.,ONDON use
The Western Fair at London was a major Exhibition that had been postally advertising in 1912-16, 1918-19
and 1921-23, but temporarily ceased to do so in 1924 when the P.O, issued slogan V-325-10065, VISIT POSTAL
EXHIBIT AT WESTERN FAIR LONDON-ONT (dates), which had use from late July until the Fair closed on Sept, 13.
Although the dates of the 1925 Fair were again in early September, for some reason the 1924 die could not be related,
but was replaced with a new die having the same wording. The 1925 replacement die was redated in 1926, but the
Postal Exhibit slogan was withdrawn thereafter
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Replacement 1925-26 die
NEW WESTMINSTER use

The British Columbia Provincial Exhibition was always held atNEW WESTMINSTER, and had been postally
advertised in 1912-14, 1919, and 1921, but ceased thereafter. However, the P.O, undertook Postal Exhibit advertising
in 1923 with a die of slogan V-340- 10069, VISIT POSTAL EXHIBIT NEW WESTMINSTER EXHIBITION (dates) with
use of about one month. This die was redated in 1924, but in 1925 the name was changed from Exhibition to Fair,
which required a replacement die, which could be sedated in 1926.
However , in 1925 the.Post Office added a second Postal Exhibit die, slogan M -80-5545, MAILED AT POSTAL
BOOTH PROVINCIAL FAIR NEW WESTMINSTER This was normally a one-machine office , but it can be assumed
that a second machine was set up at the Postal Booth on the Fairgrounds , so the two P. O. slogans could be used
concurrently . As the Fair only lasted feir six clays, use of this slogan is rather scarce, although Coutts assigns it the
same value as the V-350 slogan recorded for two and a half months. The M-80 die had no dates, so it could be
reissued in 1926 for concurrent use with the V-35 0 slogan as in 1925. 'I here w as no further Postal Booth or Fair
advertising.
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NEW WESTMINSTER use continued
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1925-26 MAILED AT die

1923-24 original die
1925-26 replacement die
OTTAWA use

OTTAWA's Exhibition had been postally advertised as the Dominion Exhibition in 1912 and as the Central
Canada Exhibition thereafter, including 1923. In that year the Post Office added use of slogan F-695-3703, FROM
POSTAL EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT OTTAWA EXHIBITION, with a year date , and also slogan V-345-1,0071, VISIT
POSTAL EXHIBIT OTTAWA EXHIBITION (dates)
Both dies were reissued in 1924-25 with the dates removed, but in 1924 a third die was added, V-355-10076, VISIT
POSTAL EXHIBIT PURE FOOD BUILDING OTTAWA EXHIBITION, without any dates, and this was reissued in 1925.
There was no further advertising either of the Exhibition or the Postal Exhibit.
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PETERBOROUGH use
This office's first proprietary slogan advertised its Exhibition
in 1924, but in 1925 the Post Offices supplied a die of V-315-10057,
VISIT POSTAL BOOTH AT PETERBOROUGH EXHIBITION (dates), so the
Exhibition sponsored die was withdrawn and never used again. The V-315
die was redated in 1926-28, omitted from use in 1929, when the Exhibition
was probably not held, but redated again in 1930. It has been recorded as
used for two to three month periods prior to the event.
The U die had to be withdrawn after 1930 use, as the office switched to a Perfect machine in late 1930 and the
P.O. did not see fit to provide a replacement P,B. die. It is interesting to note that although all PETERBOROUGH
slogans have the office name in full, ll the 1924-30 usage has daters reading PETERBORO..

QUEBEC use
The QUEBEC Provincial Exposition (as opposed to Exhibition) had
been postally advertised from 1912, and was again in 1927, but in that year
a concurrent slogan P-495 -7089M, POSTAL EXHIBIT DEMONSTRATION
POSTALE was also issued, as one of only two Postal Exhibit slogans used in
Quebec Provin ce, the other being at SHERBROOKE..

POSTAL EXHIBIT'
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SASKATOON use
The Saskatoon Industrial Exhibition had been postally advertised from 1913 to 1923, but in 1924 the Exhibition
sponsored slogan was replaced with a P.O. slogan D-310-2637, DON'T FAIL TO VISIT POSTAL EXHIBIT AT
SASKATOON EXHIBITION ( dates ), and this was related in 1925-26, after which it was replaced by a new wording.
The 1927 use was slogan S-470-8025, SEE MINIATURE POSTAL SYSTEM WORKING AT THE SASKATOON
EXHIBITION ( dates ), which was redated in 1928, but not thereafter.
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1927 slogan S-470

1924-25 slogan D-310
SI:IERI3RWOKE use
Canada's Great Eastern Exhibition held at SHER13ROOKE had been postal ly
advertised from 1912 until 1922, but oddly these slogans were not bilingual,
as was normally the case in Quebec Province. Although the slogan use was
omitted in 1923-24, in 1925 there was use of a bilingual P.U. slogan S-4858038, SEE POSTAL EXHIBIT SHERBROOKE FAIR VOIR
DEMONSTRATION POSTALE EXHIBITION DE SHERBROOKE (undated).
As it was undated, it could have been reissued later, but such was not the
case
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TORONTO use
The Canadian National Exhibition at TORONTO had postally advertised with multiple dies from 1912 to
1923, but this use ceased briefly in 1924-25, although revived fronn 1926 on. This would appear to suggest that the
event was not held in 1924-25, but there is evidence to the contrary. In 1923 the Post Office had prepared a die of
F-700-3704, FROM POSTAL EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT TORONTO EXHIBITION 1923, apparently for use in a
machine at the fairgrounds, and probably only used during the event from Aug, 25 to Sept. 8.

Additionally, the Post Office had also prepared two dies of slogan V-380-10077, VISIT POSTAL EXHIBIT
TORONTO EXHIBITION (dates, including the year). This means that in 1923 there were actually eight dies in use
advertising the event, five sponsored by the Exhibition and three by the Post Office. The Exhibition dies are
recorded from late May to early September, over three months, the P.O. dies somewhat fora lesser time.
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In 1924 the F-700 die was redated to 1924 and has been recorded as used. Also, the two V-380 dies
were redated to show slightly different event dates and the year 1924, and has been recorded, although only
with dates slightly before aid during the event. It seems highly unlikely that these dies would have been used
unless the event took place, but if that were so, why were the five Exhibition dies not used. It could not have
been because of any die problems, since all five of the 1923 dies were redated when use resumed in 1926.
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TORONTO use continued
There is no recorded use of any of the eight Exhibition dies in 1925, so it must be assumed that the
Exhibition did not take place in that year, although it would be .helpful if some Toronto reader would contact
the newspapers and determine just what happened in regard to the Exhibition in I924-25.
All eight dies are recorded in 1926, the five 1923 Exhibition dies redated, the two P.O. V-380 dies
with the dates removed and the single F-700 die with the year date altered to 1926.
VANCOUVER use
.and 1919, but did not resume it until
The Vancouver Exhibition was postally advertised in 1912-14, 1916
1926. However. in 192325 the P.O. had two differently worded Postal Exhibit dies, F-705-3705, FROM POSTAL
EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT VANCOUVER EXHIBITION 1923 and V-385-10080, VISIT POSTAL EXH I BIT VANCOUVER
'-XHIBITION (dates), each of which was redated in 1926. However, in 1924 the Post Office added a third die, slogan
S-475-8030, SEE POSTAL DEMONSTRATION VANCOUVER EXHIBITION ( dates), which was redated in 1925-26.
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Accordingly, there were two Postal Exhibit dies used in 1923 and three in 1924-26 . However, from 1926 the
Exhibition also sponsored two dies of its own , in addition to the P.O. dies , but the P. 0. dies were withdrawn in 1927.
Nevertheless , VANCOUVER is documented as only having three machines in this period , so if five dies were in use
during 1926, there had to be considerable alternation.
VICTORIA use
In 1923 the P.O. sponsored a die of V-370-1 008 1, VISIT POSTAL EXHIBIT VICTORIA-B.C. EXHIBITION
(dates), but the name of the event was altered from Exhibition to Fair in 1924, requiring a 1924 replacement die of
V-330.10067, VISIT POSTAL EXHIBITION AT VICTORIA FAIR ( dates ) which was redated in 1925-26. However, very
oddly, the Fair organization sponsored a die of their own in 1925 only, P-790-7326, which read PROVINCIAL
EXHIBITION VICTORIA ( dates) although the Postal Exhibit die still read Fair, as in 1924. Also oddly, VICTORIA was
a one-machine office at this time, so the use of two concurrent dies in 1925 must have been alternated.
There was no use of Fair or Exhibition dies in 1927, probably because VICTORIA was hosting the Pacific
Foreign Trade Counci l meeting in that year, and although the event took place in mid-September, a slogan advertising
it was issued as early as March 7 and used continuously to September 17. In 1928 the P.O. issued a new replacement
die of V-330, but it was not further redated.
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Original die - V-370 - 1923 use only Replacement die - V-330 - 1924-26 Replacement die - V-330 - 1928

POST OFFICE PICTORIAL ADVERTISING
Issue 33 of March, 1944 contained an illustration of three policemen against the background of a Canadian
rive dollar bill, with the wording 3 COPPERS PROTECT 5 DOLLARS, and below that INSURE YOUR PARCELS
AT THE POST' OFFICE, These wordings reflect early Postal Directive slogans , the INSURE YOUR PARCELS
matching that of slogan 1-130-4815 and three C OPPERS being a clear reference to slogan P-55-6855, PARCEL POST
INSURANCE $ 5,00 FOR 3 CENTS.
The article stated that it had been found as an insert with a 1934 cover, and also mentioned that in very small
type it stated ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OF L. J. GABOURY, DEPUTY POSTMASTER GENERAL.
Somewhat later the Editor received a letter from Mrs. Ellen Drury, a very notable Canadian philatelist and at
one time a member of our group, which read In part as follows.
..The illustration in News/eitcr 33 rung a beil jdr me caicl sent uie searching.for si»iilar material [knew 1 had
somewhere, My pieces are blotters and were used u.s,Jillers in (;olden .Jubilee flight covers from the C.N.E. in August
of'1928. The covers were coil addressed to Mr. Jubuurv, uss Deputy Post Master General in Ottawa. 1 fear that Mr.
Cliboury i,vas a Suicii/i collector. 7liev are prirnecl nicely in red and blue.

She enclosed copies of two similar advertisements, one of which is illustrated below. The "MAKE HIM
YOUR SALESMAN" reference ties this to slogan T-206-9425, THE POSTMAN IS YOUR BEST SALESMAN, She
also enclosed another of a man studying a map of Canada and the caption reading PARCEL POST REACHES
EVERYWHERE. a slogan P-60-6860 first issued in 1926. It therefore becomes apparent that the Post Office was
branching into pictorial advertising of its major postal directive slogans, under the auspices ofD,P.M.G Gaboury,
whether lie was a stamp collector or not.
It is interesting to note that these were actually blotters, rather than post cards , and that their distribution
appears to have been as ins erts to P.O. sponsored air mail.
Since Mr. Gaboury was French Canadian, it can be noted that the postman in the illustration is wearing a
French style kepi cap. The Editor lived in Canada until shortly before this blotter was published, and does not recall
postmen wearing quite this uniform, but that was many years ago and he may be mistaken,
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POSTAGE METER SLOGANS
Steven A. Friedenthal
Postage meter slogans represents a new area, not previously reported on in the Slogan Box. Some
material exists in the National Archives-of Canada about postage meter slogans for the 1948 to 1971
period. During that period, Canada Post rules for postage meter slogans are similar to those for machine
cancel slogans with the exception that commercial slogans are permitted. A copy of the rules for meter
slogans is attached. An interesting listing of some slogans that were permitted and prohibited will be
included in a future issue of the Slogan Box.

I have decided to present the listing of meter slogans in a fashion similar to that used for presentation of
the hand stamp slogans. Several of these lines are self explanatory, others require some explanation. The
format will include:
Slogan Number:
Wording/description:
Irwin Type:

Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:
The slogan number will be an alpha-numeric listing as with the Coutts catalogue and the hand stamp
listing. Each will be prefixed with the letter "M" to signify "meter". It is estimated that there are
thousands of meter slogans used in Canada. To help leave room for new finds, sufficient room will have
to be given to fit these in. There fore each slogan will be numbered by hundreds. The "Irwin Type" will
be from the catalogue of meter postage stamps currently being updated by the meter study group of the
Postal History Society from the earlier Irwin catalogue. The meter stamp, at least initially, will not be
shown in this set of articles. The overwhelming majority of meter impressions in Canada are red.
However, a significant number exist in other colours including blue and green. Most postage stamp
meters used in Canada are manufactured by Pitney Bowes; however, there are several other
manufacturers. The "meter number" will be given (where legible) to help determine the extent of use of
some of the slogans. "User" means the organization which used the slogan on their metered mail.
To make this series of articles more interesting , the meter slogans will be reported by topics . The first
topic to appear in this issue is food, drink and tobacco.

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:
Irwin type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

M-BB.C. APPLES FRESH .. .OR JUICE
(children)
11.1.16
Red
PB
153042
Kelowna March 4, 1976
Sun Rype Products

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:

M-CCADBURY'S SNACK BAR WITH THE CRISPY
BISCUIT CENTRE GUARANTEED SEALED

Irwin type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

IN FRESHNESS ( candy bar)
11.1.16
Red
PB
140703
Toronto November 13, 1959
Fry-Cadbury Ltd.

Slogan Number:
Wording/description.Irwin Type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

M-CCAFE MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE (cup)
19.3
Red
Postalia
120783
Lachine September 1, 1970
General Foods Limited

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:

M-CCALGARY ( in horseshoe and bison)
1892 75th Anniversary 1967
11.1.16

CAFE

COFFtE

Irwin type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

Red
PB
148482
Calgary June 21, 1967
Calgary Beverages Ltd

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:
Irwin Type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

M-C(logo) Canadian Club. THE BEST IN THE HOUSE
20.1
Red
PB
647387
Windsor October 10, 1997
Walkerville - Box 2518

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:
Irwin type:

M-CCandy is A Delicious Food EAT SOME TODAY
11.1.16
Red
PB
154534
Halifax March 2, 1966
Moirs Limited

Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

THE BEST IN THE HOUSE

9s R .̀1eiicicdt^
^4IIC^

EAT SOME TODAY

Slogan Number.Wording/description:

M-EEL PRODUCTO CIGARS FOR REAL
ENJOYMENT

Irwin Type.Colour.Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

11.1.16
Red
PB

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:

M-F-

Irwin Type:
Colour
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:

147118
Montreal Jan 19, 1955
H. Simon & Sons Limited

FRESH MILK ONLY Neilson's JERSEY
MILK (bottle, candy bar)
11.1.16
Red
PB
151036
Toronto September 21, 1962
William Neilson Limited

Irwin Type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date.User.-

M-GGolden goodness from Israel JAFFAS
WORLD'S FLAVORITE ORANGES (sun
20.2
Red
PB
546684
Montreal April 27, 1966
Consulate General of Israel

Slogan Number:
Wording/description.Irwin type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

M-HHunter 's CRISPY POTATO CHIPS
14.1
Red
PB
245339
Winnipeg October 5, 1955
Commercial Storage Limited

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:
Irwin Type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

M-I"It's Economy to Cook Electrically "
5.1
Red
PB
40308
Hamilton June 13, 1934
Hamilton Hydro-Electric System

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:
Irwin type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

M-KKit Kai (candy bar)
Red
PB
1011708
North York October 2, 1997
Nestle Canada Inc.

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:

M-NNABOB CANADA'S LARGEST SELLING
COFFEE

Irwin Type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:

11.1.16
Red
PB

User:

145570
Kamloops September 15, 1953
Kelly Douglas & Company Limited

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:
Irwin Type:

M-NNESCAFE (as logo)

Colour:

Red

Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

PB
1011709
North York october 29, 1997

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:

M-OOh Henry! THE KING OF CANDYLAND
Oh Henry! ( candy bar)
20.1
Red
PB
555978
Sherbrooke August 1, 1972
Walter M . Lowney Company Limited

Irwin Type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:
Irwin type:

Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

'CANADA'S L ARGES T
SELLING COFFEE

Walter M. Lowney Company Limited

M-SSEVEN-UP
20.1
Red
PB
563864
Victoria March 10, 1976
Crystal Spring Beverages Ltd.

aA

w, N O oiCAVOr,A/ Z

C k,a r^' P9 II R.,

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:
Irwin type:

M-SSun-Rype APPLE JUICE (sun)
14.1

Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

Red
PB
248492
Kelowna March 8, 1965
Sun-Rype Products Ltd.

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:

M-TTropic Isle COCONUT Always Fresh
(palm tree)

Irwin type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

7.3
Red
PB
47648
Vancouver November 28, 1952
K.J. Preiswerck Ltd.

Slogan Number:
Wording/description.-

M-TTURTLES by Smiles' n Chuckles
(dressed turtle)
19.3
Blue
Postalia
7

Irwin Type:
Colour
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

APPLE
JUICE

1

&401

COCONUT

^A.. ^nnn Due

TURTLES
41

ter.S..(..CL..A

-

Kitchener September 13, 1968
9

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:
Irwin Type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

M-W-WATER KEY TO LIFE- ( bilingual)
23.1.2
Red
PB
817554

Slogan Number:
Wording/description:
Irwin Type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

M-W"Where Better Rye Bread is Tradition"
9

Environment Canada

Red
PB
0231766
Winnipeg October 25, 1997
Sons Bakery

"Where
Better Rye Bread
is 7redition"

Slogan Number:
Wording description:
Irwin Type:
Colour:
Meter manufacturer:
Meter number:
Office and date:
User:

M-W(windmill)
9
R
H^
2000365
Winnipeg July 16, 1984
Old Dutch Foods Limited

Fuller Brush Co.Limited,
Industrial Division,
225 Sanford Ave,.Sputh,
Hamilton, Ont.
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